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ANFASA CHAIRMAN
I welcome ANFASA members

to serve our members and all au-

and guests to the 2021/2022 An-

thors as she would have.

nual General Meeting. You may

Our

note that this year’s AGM is taking place two months later than
the usual month of June. This
is because of the internal challenges we have experienced in
the last few months. Our founder
and treasurer, Monica Seeber,
was hospitalised in mid-June
and sadly passed away on 19
July 2022 may her soul rest in
eternal peace. Monica was the
pillar of ANFASA and respected
by many in the publishing industry. Her passing is a great loss to
the creative industries.
Monica spent her life advocating for the recognition of authors and their rights. It was her
dream to see authors making a
living through their writing. At her
passing Monica was serving on
the ANFASA board as treasurer
and head of the ANFASA copyright committee. We as the ANFASA Board and staff will honour
Monica’s memory by continuing
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newly

appointed

Board

member Mr. Sihle Khumalo sadly lost his mother in June, and in
that same month, our long-serving board member Mr. Winston
Mohapi lost his son. My heartfelt
condolences to both of them and
may the souls of their loved ones
rest in peace.
I would like to officially announce
that amidst everything Mr, Winston Mohapi is our interim treasurer

after

Monica

Seeber’s

passing. It is our pleasure to
announce that Professor Elizabeth Le Roux has agreed to
join the ANFASA Board. Prof le
Roux has been a long-standing
member and has served on the
AGSA selection committee for
years. I would also like to congratulate our National Coordinator Samukelisiwe Mfuphi for
passing her project management course with the University
of Cape Town earlier this year. I

A NFASA
am glad that her efforts have been acknowl-

al virtual international symposium, Power

also convey our gratitude to our Funders,

edged and rewarded. The board continues

of Authors, on 12 May 2022, which looked

the Norwegian Academic and Non-Fiction

to operate as a collective and share respon-

at prominent South African authors’ role

Writers and Translators Association (NFF)

sibilities to keep the organisation alive under

in influencing change. Power of Authors

in Oslo, for their continued financial support,

trying conditions, and I offer sincere thanks.

is an annual symposium. It is a conversa-

especially our dear friend, Mr. Trond Andre-

Because of the long-serving members of the

tion among local and international authors

assen, who has since retired mid-year. We

board, we can transition smoothly through

who debate and speak about the crucial

have a new Director in place to take over

challenges that would have otherwise dis-

role authors play in bringing about change

from Trond. The Royal Norwegian Ministry of

rupted operations.

in society. This year, 2022, was the second

Foreign Affairs, through its Embassy in Pre-

I am excited to announce that ANFASA has

symposium since its inception last year. The

toria, with a contribution from SAMRO Foun-

theme was: “The future written in history.”

dation for providing ANFASA with financial

We all feel the Power of Authors Symposium

resources thus far.

will become the ANFASA flagship. We also

I encourage you all to continue writing books

moved offices thanks to Lazarus Serobe, the
MD at DALRO (Dramatic, Artistic, and Literary Rights Organisation). He has generously offered us office space free of charge in
an upmarket office park in Bramley, Johannesburg. We hope this year will be our last
virtual AGM, and we will resume our faceto-face meeting next year. I am grateful that
the majority of our members have joined us
today. We miss our regular seminars, where
we witness robust discussions and debates
on the issues that affect us as authors. However, we are proud of the vast online content
created through our virtual workshops, and
members can access all these by quickly
signing in on the ANFASA website.
Despite our challenges, ANFASA continues
to dedicate itself to promoting authors’ rights
and restoring confidence in our endeavors. We are committed to building a solid
organisation that ever existed in our land to
support and uplift our society. We are especially proud to position ourselves as one of
the leading drivers of encouraging authors to
write and publish in indigenous languages.
Plans for such initiatives will be shared with
members in due course.
We continue to hold virtual meetings on
the enhancement of authors and educational webinars. We hosted our 2nd annu-

encourage more ANFASA members to join
us in the forthcoming symposium next year.
Our National Coordinator, Ms. Samukelisiwe
Mfuphi, will communicate the dates widely
through our website. As usual, the response

and take the advantages ANFASA provides
its members. We need to canvass for more
members to join ANFASA jointly. I wish you
a prosperous year.

was overwhelming, invoking thought and
exciting debates around the theme. I would
especially like to thank our presenters, including academics and authors such as Dr.
Bongani Nyoka, Prof Sihawukele Ngubane,
Sandile Ngidi, Lorato Trok, and Dr. David wa
Maahlamela, Sihle Khumalo, Peter Schneider, and Lisa Combrink. We are now working
on delivering another revitalising seminar in
2022/23. The research on the Public Landing Right is on with the assistance of the ANFASA sub-committee led by Mr. Sihle Khumalo, and I wish him and the team well.
Let me conclude my report by thanking the
Board, who has worked tirelessly to enhance our organisation. We have witnessed
growth in membership through our efforts in
sustaining the Magazine, AGSA, and online
seminars. We have successfully built donor
relationships Department of Arts, Sports,
and Culture (DSAC) in promoting literary
works in African Indigenous Languages. We
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Prof Sihawukele Ngubane
ANFASA Chairman

ANFASA

TREASURERS’
REPORT
TSIETSI WINSTON DENNIS MOHAPI

ANFASA INTERIM TREASURER

It is with great sadness that I should pres-

during the financial period the finances

Affairs, through its Embassy in Pretoria

ent you as the interim treasurer the AN-

have been securely implemented. There

because this is good for its financial de-

FASA Annual Financial statements for

is also the independent engagement of

pendency as an NPO. But other financial

the year ending 31st March 2022 instead

the external auditors to follow every step

avenues are being explored to augment

of our former ANFASA stalwart, Monica

undertaken in the usage of the finances.

and improve on the projects which will

Seeber. She presented these statements

The Annual Financial Statements were

enhance the services for which ANFASA

over the years with confidence and pride.
Be as it may, ANFASA has a duty to inform its members on the performance of
the finances.
According to the ANFASA Constitution the
management board is required to maintain adequate accounting records and are
responsible for the content and integrity
of the financial statements. The ANFASA management board has ensured that

approved by the board on 30 June 2022 at

stands.

the management meeting.

With the pandemic gradually wearing off

You will note that there has been a con-

from the world there will be an increase in

siderable increase in the membership fee

financial support and better realization of

which augurs well for the existence of AN-

ANFASA’s aims and objectives.

FASA despite the current pandemic.
ANFASA still enjoys the trust of the Norwegian Academic and Non-Fiction Writers
and Translators Association (NFF) and
The Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign
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ABOUT ANFASA
ANFASA IS A NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESPECIALLY FOR AUTHORS OF GENERAL
NON-FICTION WORKS, TEXTBOOKS AND ACADEMIC WORKS, BUT IT DOES NOT
EXCLUDE AUTHORS OF FICTIONAL WORKS FROM MEMBERSHIP. MANY AUTHORS
OF FICTION WRITE NON-FICTION AS WELL, AND VICE VERSA. ANFASA’S
PROGRAMMES, AND ITS OBJECTIVES, APPLY BROADLY TO ALL AUTHORS.
ANFASA IS DEDICATED TO DEFENDING THEIR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS,
TO PROMOTING THEIR WORKS AND TO SHARING INFORMATION AND OFFERING

ANFASA’S

Mission

ANFASA’s Vision is to be a member-driv-

development goals of campaigning to end

en association to uphold and enhance the

poverty, protecting the environment, and

profile and status of authors in South Afri-

promoting peace and prosperity. Authors

ca, through advocating for the recognition

played a significant role in the South Af-

of their works and protection of their rights,

rican struggle for democracy and showed

in collaboration and cooperation with other

that authors can have power. ANFASA’s

stakeholders in the book value chain such

overriding objective is to strengthen the

as publishers, booksellers and libraries.

voice of authors in the service of a demo-

ANFASA recognises that authors have the

cratic and egalitarian society.

potential to influence society for the better, as expressed in the United Nations

is

to

and to maintain good relation-

and to encourage and support

build a strong organisation

ships with rightsholder bodies

written communication in the

to support and respond to

and other sectoral stakehold-

arts, sciences and human-

authors’ needs and interests

ers with the objective of ad-

ities.

and to enable their agency in

vancing the growth of a writ-

To sponsor and encourage

directing their personal devel-

ing and reading society.

the writing and publication of

opment as creative workers.

To make a contribution to

new works especially those

To inform authors of their in-

South African culture, heri-

which tackle themes of strik-

tellectual property rights and

tage, economic and human

ing relevance such as human

ensure that they are properly

development

the

rights, social and economic

remunerated for their work,

growth of a literate society,

development and all aspects

through
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MISSION

VISION

ADVICE AND EXPERTISE ON WRITING AND PUBLISHING.

ANFASA

STRATEGIC PLAN
To build a strong organisation to support and uplift authors; to make available
creative and income-generating opportunities; to contribute to the individual
development of authors and to the development of authorship in the broader
community.

Publicise and promote ANFASA throughout
the country to attract more members especially in tertiary institutions and in rural areas; partner with sponsors to raise funds and
allocate them to programmes aimed at the
empowerment of authors and their role in the
growth of the book sector.

To raise the status of authors in society
and ensure that they receive adequate
recognition; to advocate for greater respect for their intellectual property rights;
to advocate for better incomes thereby
encouraging more writing.

Inform authors of their intellectual property
rights; maintain good relationships with rightsholder bodies and other sectoral stakeholders; influence legislative development and
play a leading role in the public debate on
copyright; work with local and international
bodies on schemes to benefit authors, such
as Public Lending Right (PLR).

To attract and maintain members by servicing their needs, interests and requirements; to offer advice on writing and
publishing, to offer skills development
opportunities; to provide networking opportunities and to strengthen authors’
voice and role in the book value chain.

Develop, plan and organise events such
as workshops, seminars and conferences;
use surveys to assess how well members’
needs are being met; offer incentives such
as grants to authors; develop communication
channels (the ANFASA website. bulletins
and newsletters) as ongoing sources of information; participate in book events such as
book fairs; develop sound relationships with
others in the book value chain – publishers,
booksellers, librarians.

To contribute to South African culture
and heritage, social, cultural and educational development, poverty alleviation
and economic advancement by promoting and participating in the growth of a
knowledgeable reading and writing society.

Sponsorship and encouragement of the writing and publication of new works; focus on
writing by the previously marginalised; encouragement of academic and educational
works to substitute for imported knowledge;
promotion of the agency of authors as individual contributors to the creative economy;
focus on developing a literature in the indigenous languages.
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BOARD MEMBERS
Professor Sihawukele

Professor Keyan

Monica Seeber

Tsietsi Winston

Sihle Khumalo is South

Ngubane (Chairman)

Tomaselli is

(Treasurer) founded

Dennis Mohapi

Africa’s award winning

is the Head of Teaching

Distinguished Professor

ANFASA in 2004 and

is the co-founder

and bestselling author.

and Learning in the

at the University of

was its first director.

and Chairman of

He has written four

School of Arts at the

Johannesburg, editor of

She is a publishing

MoabaSesotho: the

books and contributed

University of KwaZulu-

Critical Arts: South-

consultant and book

Sesotho Writers’

to two. His book, Almost

Natal. He is an

North Cultural and

editor, and co-author

Association. He is also

Sleeping My Way to

Onomastician and an

Media Studies and

with Nicholas Evans

the head of African

Timbuktu, won the

author of educational

co-editor of Journal

of The Politics of

languages Translation

2014 South African

and literary isiZulu

of African Cinemas.

Publishing in South

and Editing at the

Literary Award (creative

books as well as the

He is co-editor with

Africa (2001) as

Department of Arts

non-fiction category).

Chairperson of the Zulu

Anthony Olorunnisola

well as a guide to

and Culture. He is one

He was educated at

Writers Guild.

of Political Economy

the management of

of the prolific Sesotho

Durban University

of Transformation: The

copyright in book

authors with two awards

of Technology as

South African Media.

publishing, written for

on drama and novel out

well as at Wits and

Hampton Press, 2011.

WIPO. Monica has

of his more than twenty

Stellenbosch Business

A member of the

also written numerous

books. He is one of the

Schools. His next book

Academy of Science

articles on copyright

long serving ANFASA

will be published in

for South Africa, he is

and publishing. She is

Board member.

September 2022.

also Professor Emeritus

a founder member of

and a Sometime Fellow

the African Publishers

at the University of

Network (APNET).

KwaZulu-Natal, where
he was for 29 years the
Director of the Centre
for Communication,
Media and Society.
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ADMINISTRATION
NAME: 		
POSITION:

Samukelisiwe Mfuphi
National Coordinator

NAME: 		
POSITION:

Ncebakazi Thintsila
Administrative Assistant
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MEMBERSHIP
ANFASA’S MEMBERSHIP STRATEGY IS TO ATTRACT AND MAINTAIN
MEMBERS BY SERVICING THEIR NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS AS FAR
AS POSSIBLE.
THE ANFASA BOARD CONSIDERED THE FOLLOWING:
•

What kind of members does ANFASA value most?

•

Do our membership priorities reflect changing social patterns? The larger
the membership, the stronger the voice. Recruiting more (active) members is always the priority.

R

35 000

R

30 000

R

25 000

R

20 000

R

R

RECRUITMENT OF MEMBERS:
ANFASA organises different events such as

in place and have proven to be convenient

Conferences, Workshops, Seminar, ANFA-

in times of Covid 19, as people don’t have to

15 000

SA Grant Scheme as well as offer services

stand in line at the bank to pay for their fees.

10 000

that conform to members’ expectations

We would like to extend our outmost grati-

R

5 000
0

2021

2022

these include:

tude to long standing members who always

•

Legal assistance and copyright advice

renew their membership annually and those

•

Telephonic and email assistance with

who opted for lifetime membership option.

copyright and publishing queries

We would like to emphasise that members

•

Vetting of author-publisher contracts
before signing

•

Networking platform

•

Access to the JSTOR research portal

ANFASA database: 270 with 206 paid-up
members and 1459 subscribers
Our membership is steadily growing. ANFASA was able to maintain its activities during
lockdown. With our growing online presence,
we have kept members engaged which has
* MEMBERSHIP STATS FOR THE YEAR 2021 2022

motivated new membership interest and retention. Our online membership services are
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should join ANFASA because they want to
belong to a community of authors, that they
know that as a collective we would have a
much stronger voice to face ongoing challenges that threatens authors livelihoods.

A NFASA

ACTIVITIES
REPORT 2021/22

ANFASA

ANFASA GRANT SCHEME FOR AUTHORS

2021

The ANFASA Grant Scheme for Au-

a sum of around R30 000 to be used

thors has been running since 2007.

for an author to “buy time” – to take

It is to benefit authors of scholarly

leave, for instance, devote time to

and of general non-fiction works.

writing; or to travel in order to con-

The scheme encourages young re-

duct research. A grant could also be

searchers in particular to build their

used for equipment to conduct inter-

academic reputations through the

views. The grants are for research

writing of scholarly monographs.

and writing and are not intended

Grants are reserved for books rath-

to cover the cost of publishing the

er than articles, although a compi-

manuscript although a grant could

lation of essays would be eligible.

also be used to cover some editing

Authors currently working on a

costs, for instance, if properly moti-

scholarly or a general non-fiction

vated. In 2021 twelve winners were

work, are eligible to apply.

chosen and over three hundred and

To date hundreds of recipients have

fifteen thousand grants were distrib-

benefited from the scheme and

uted.

many books have been published.
The grants are intended to provide

* RESULTS AND STATS FOR AGSA 2021 GRANT
SCHEME

WINNERS
Dr Marlini Nair-Moodley
THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
(CPA) FOR RETAIL BUSINESSES IN SOUTH AFRICA.
Dr Moodley Is a lecturer at the private education institute MANCOSA and a director
of The African Dream Foundation, assisting with public relations and training programmes. She is a certified Business Advisor and the author of Entrepreneurship for
Women – The African Dream and The African Dream – Sunflower effect’ is her second collaboration which was launched in September 2021. This book section investigates the impact of the CPA on the promotional strategies of retailers. Currently, marketers using social-network sites are obligated to ensure that they are compliant with
the CPA which poses a threat to businesses that promote their goods or services via
the internet because legal action can be taken against them. Consumers’ rights have
now been given priority. The customer has become the focus in the transaction and
the balance of power no longer lies in the hands of the retailer. This book section unpacks the ramifications of the lack of implementation of the CPA for small businesses
and highlights recommendations in respect of compliant promotions strategies.
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Lesedi Molefi
PATIENT 12A
Lesedi Molefi is a Soweto-born writer, documentary filmmaker, photographer and entrepreneur who lives and works in Johannesburg. Patient 12A is his first book. It was
shortlisted for the prestigious City Press Tafelberg Non-Fiction Award in 2018. Patient 12A is his absorbing memoir, reflecting on his time spent in a psychiatric clinic in
2016. It is a personal history, an observation of how childhood experiences can have
a profound effect on the adults we become, and a commentary on how mental illness
remains a difficult conversation in black families.

Dr David Wa Maahlamela
MOKGATHATSHEMO-YA-LEHWITI:
TSWETSOPELE LE KGODISOKADIMO THETONG
David wa Maahlamela was born in Namakgale, Limpopo. A fellow at the Johannesburg Institute for the Advanced Study (JIAS), he holds an MA in Creative Writing (cum
laude) and a PhD in African Languages from Rhodes University. He authored four
Sepedi books and served on the National English Literature Museum (now Amazwi), the National Arts Council, the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Creative
Arts, Film and Publications Board, and PanSALB. This Sepedi scientific-book project
attempts to answer the question of modernising tradition or traditionalist modernity
without losing artistic aesthetics. The project will delink African creative output from
the subject-object linguist relations and the Eurocentric epistemic domination and
allow linguistic exchange between African languages.

David Robbins
THE TESTIMONY OF RIVERS
David Robbins has published more than twenty books and won several major awards
for his writing. The structure of The Testimony of Rivers relies on the juxtaposition
of two narratives, one in South Africa, the other in Deep South USA, and both are
centred on rivers. The American river is the Mississippi, which has become synonymous with slavery. In South Africa, the river is the Koonap, a little-known tributary to
the Great Fish River that featured prominently in the Frontier Wars that wracked the
Eastern Cape for a century. The book, part memoir and part ‘literary travel’, will be
written in the first person and will probe the history and inner realities of humanity’s
perpetually festering racial divides.
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Ronesca Cloete
CONTEMPORARY CONCORDIA: A VISUAL EXPERIENCE
Ronesca Cloete has a degree in Creative Writing from the University of South Africa
and describes herself as an avid photographer. Her book project is a contemporary
reflection of the historic copper mining town of Concordia in Namaqualand. Concordia
and her people have a rich history and with this project the author wants to showcase
not only modern-day Concordia but the history, culture, traditions and wonderful landscapes. Concordia is a place where many gathered to extract copper from the earth but
also where families made a living for themselves. This book is the author’s love letter to
Concordia and her people, a celebration of what it means to reside in the desert landscape of Namaqualand. Photographs will take the reader on a visual journey; written
pieces will transport the reader into the heart of this small village.

Neil Rusch
A SMELL OF RAIN COMES WITH THE WIND: MARKINGS
AND STORIES FROM THE KURUKOP
Neil Rusch is Research Associate with the School of Geography, Archaeology and
Environmental Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand. His fields of interest
are archaeology, oral tradition and rock art. He is a member of ATEM (Archaeological
TransfrontEir Music), a research group investigating ancient sound in the archaeological context of southern Africa. The book details the lifestyle, expressive culture and
worldview of people who frequented and lived at the Kurukop before and after they
suffered decimation by the colonists who took over the land. The text weaves between
images and tracings that will serve as documents, aimed at conserving the cultural
heritage of the site, which is in an area increasingly coming under the pressure of
mining interests.

Francis Kintu
WHERE IS YOUR BREAD BUTTERED? STRATEGIES FOR
FINDING NICHE MARKETS FOR ENTREPRENEURS IN
SOUTH AFRICA
I am a businessperson with roots in academia and a desire to improve the lives of
people who are less fortunate than me. I am an ardent believer in the role of business
as a key strategic player in boosting the South African economy as well as transforming the lives of ordinary people. The book project aims to give practical solutions to
entrepreneurs in South Africa with respect to finding lucrative niche markets that can
grow their businesses to sustainable levels. It will provide advice and strategic guidance to address this ‘pain point’ that destroys many business start-ups.
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Martha Evans
A BIOGRAPHY OF LILLIAN NGOYI
Martha Evans teaches journalism and media studies at the Centre for Film and Media
Studies at the University of Cape Town. She has a deep interest in apartheid history
and transitional justice. Lilian Masediba Ngoyi was a woman ahead of her time, a pioneer of women’s rights within the liberation movement. A leader of the 1956 Women’s
March, she was the first female member of the ANC’s National Executive Committee
and a key figure in FEDSAW and the ANC Women’s League. Despite this, she died in
penury, and pitifully little is known about her life. My book will be the first full-length biography of Ngoyi, chronicling her experiences and shedding light on the uniquely South
African category of the ‘banned person’

Dr Bongeka Buhle Hlengwa-Selepe
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF SOUTH AFRICA’S CONTEMPORARY
LANGUAGE POLICIES AND STATUS OF THEIR IMPLEMENTATION
Dr Bongeka Buhle Hlengwa-Selepe is a researcher and lecturer at the University of
the Witwatersrand, and a translator, interpreter, editor and proof-reader (English/ IsiZulu). My project is about converting my PhD thesis titled “A Critical Analysis of South
Africa’s Contemporary Language Policies with Specific Reference to the Use of Official Languages Act into a book. Although South Africa is home to nine indigenous
African languages, English remains the dominant official language. This continues
even though the country’s Constitution and the Use of Official Languages Act (UOLA)
of 2012 oblige the government to ensure that all official languages are equitably used
and that indigenous languages are developed and promoted. The book will discuss
factors that led to the status quo and make recommendations on what can be done
to rectify it.

Struan Douglas
THE STORY OF SOUTH AFRICA JAZZ
Struan Douglas is a cultural writer, performer, activist and educator. He has degrees
in Philosophy and Religion from the Social Sciences Department, University of Cape
Town and RSM5 in theory and trumpet performance at Ukusa UKZN. He is the author
of several books. The Story of South Africa Jazz Book Series is an open-source platform of open minded and open hearted South African Jazz research and storytelling.
Built on a foundation of commentaries, tributes, photographs, articles and interviews,
this book series is a spirited record and memory of many musicians who would otherwise not have been remembered. Volume One, in 2015, begins this abundant journey
through musical histories and philosophies of South Africa’s eras of social, political,
and spiritual change. Volume Two, continues the expansive chronicle of Southern
African music, taking the reader through a tumultuous journey from the villages, into
mine compounds, performance halls, distant lands and continents and landing at the
current moment.
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Jimmy Moshidi
MONYANYA WA BATAU (KGATO KA KGATO TSHEPEDIŠONG
YA LENYALO)
Jimmy Matshele Moshidi is a Sports, Arts and Culture Promotion Officer at Makhuduthamaga Local Municipality. He is widely known as a heritage and indigenous languages
activist. The Limpopo based Sepedi author won several creative writing awards to date.
His current project Monyanya Wa Batau (Kgato Ka Kgato Tshepedišong Ya Lenyalo)
seeks to outline the importance of all traditional wedding steps as part of preserving
cultural practices and imparting traditional African knowledge system to the youth.

Kearabetswe Moopelo
THE CAVE AND THE MOUNTAIN: THE MEANING OF LAND FOR
RURAL BLACK SOUTH AFRICANS
Kearabetswe Moopelo is an ethnographer, writer, storyteller, cultural practitioner, researcher, and anthropologist whose career has focused on the socio-cultural significance of land. Her diverse upbringing in many parts of Southern Africa has positioned
her as a trained cultural practitioner, storyteller, social science theoretician and creative. Her book project is about researching and writing about South African heritage
sites such as Madimatle (a sacred cave at the foot of a beacon known as Maletse
mountain) and sites used for ancestral rituals, healing, and worship. Where power,
money, political influence, and legal rights are lacking, rights to religious practice and
recognition of heritage upon the land have become ‘weapons of the weak’. Madimatle is awakening African spirituality and tradition, re-rooting the Bakgatla ba Kgafela
people in the land of their ancestors and in their historical identity as ‘owners’ buried
in and living in this place, despite forced removals.
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TRAINING
WORKSHOPS,
SEMINARS AND
CONFERENCES

ANFASA

This workshop provides authors with the full picture of how a book
is made – from the author who writes a manuscript; to the publisher
who turns the manuscript into a book; to the bookseller who sells
the book to the reading public. The stages in the process from manuscript to book – and especially the costs involved in that process –
are often a mysterious unknown to authors. Both the Business of the
Book and Self-Publishing workshop which is also available online for
members access are great resources for members who are looking
at breaking into independently publishing their books.
PROF SIHAWUKELE NGUBANE
Chairman of Academic and Non-Fiction Authors Ass.
of SA
OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK VALUE CHAIN:
MONICA SEEBER
ANFASA
WHAT MAKES UP THE COST OF BOOKS?
LOUISE GRANTHAM
Publishers Association of South Africa- PASA
COST OF SELLING BOOKS:
MELVIN KAABWE
South African Book Sellers Association
THE COST OF DISTRIBUTING BOOKS, HOW DO
DISTRIBUTORS SURVIVE?
JOHAN VON WIELLIGH
Booksite Africa
‘UNIVERSITY PRESSES IN SOUTH AFRICA: STRATEGIES FOR SURVIVAL’?
VERONICA KLIPP
Wits Press
INDEPENDENT PUBLISHING: A NEW ERA IN SOUTH
AFRICAN PUBLISHING INDUSTRY?
DAVID AND GAIL ROBBINS
Porcupine Press

* REGISTRATION AND PARTICIPANT STATS FOR WORKSHOP

THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL PUBLISHING, THE
BUSINESS OF ONLINE SALES, THE COST OF
PRODUCING AN E-BOOK, HOW DO THEY (E-BOOKS
SELLERS) SURVIVE AS A BUSINESS?
SANDILE NKOSI
Pan Macmillan
MY EXPERIENCES AS AN AUTHOR/PUBLISHER
FRED KHUMALO
SCAN TO SEE EVENT PAGE
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This workshop is targeting academics who want
to see their thesis leave the university library
shelves and reach a much broader audience but
need help adapting their work into an accessible
and publishable form. It focused on how to prepare a PhD, or parts of it, for publication. ANFASA partnered with Wits University Press to run
this workshop and it was facilitated by Andrew

An extensive marketing campaign will take place in 2022/23
which will be accompanied by a comprehensive guideline
document. The course will remain relevant for many years,

Joseph and Roshan Cader. Since the workshop

and we aim to make it reach far and wide. This course is

was taking place in the hight of the pandemic we

targeted to a very niche market and opening in it up to

opted to prerecord it instead of hosting a contact
meeting. Members were requested to submit any

non-members will in turn create more income for ANFASA.

* STATS INDICATE THE COURSE PARTICIPATION

questions they might have before productions all
of their questions were addressed during the recording of each session. The workshop is available online to be accessed by members anytime
which is another advantage for documenting and
archiving our programmes. A comprehensive online guide is being developed for future reference.
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Authors are sometimes worried about the publishing contract they need to sign when their book has
been accepted for publication.

•

They may not fully understand the terms and
conditions in the contract.

•

They may be dissatisfied with the royalty offered.

These are just two of the many reasons authors
have sought advice from ANFASA. This was an
interactive workshop facilitated by Monica Seeber
where she spoke about copyright and answered
questions.

There was a lot of interest building up to the workshop, however with
challenges such as loadshedding and other commitments it was difficult
for everyone to attend. We have however uploaded the content on the
website for those who were not able to attend on the day

* WORKSHOP PARTICIPATION STATS
SCAN TO VIEW WORKSHOP
PAGE
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POWER OF AUTHORS

THE FUTURE WRIT TEN IN HISTORY

The 2nd Annual Power of Authors Virtual Symposium
looked at the role that prominent South African Authors
played in influencing change, giving people hope and
courage during the hard times of apartheid as well as
looking at how those authors have influenced the current and future thought leaders and their contribution in
shaping the society.
Opening
Prof Sihawukele Ngubane

GIANTS OF LETTERS
Prof Daniel Matjila
Dr Bongani Nyoka
Sandile Ngidi

POWER IN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES
Prof Zodwa Motsa
Lorato Trok
Prof Sihawukele Ngubane
Dr David wa Maahlamela

EARNING A LIVING AS AN AUTHOR

* WORKSHOP PARTICIPATION STATS

Sihle Khumalo
Peter Schneider

with
Lisa Combrink and

SCAN TO VIEW WORKSHOP

Monica Seeber
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PUBLIC
LENDING
RIGHTS
ANFASA continues to lay a solid foundation for South

be expected – was ‘where will the money from?’ Part

Africa’s Public Lending Right (PLR) scheme.

of the post-presentation conversation touched on –

According to PLR International which is a body that

firstly - why must authors be paid twice (i.e. through

‘brings together countries with PLR systems to facilitate the exchange of best practice’ Public Lending

royalties and then, as proposed, PLR) and – secondly
– can South Africa, as a developing country, afford

Right (PLR) is “the legal right that authors have to

PLR.

receive payment from governments to compensate

This is the type of discussion and dialogue that we

them for the free lending out of their books by public

should expect as we engage with other stakeholders

and other libraries.”

(including government).

Considering how instrumental and central librarians

Another key milestone this past financial year was the

are to PLR, a decision was taken that a presentation

circulation of the PLR Framework (draft) to the PLR

had to be made at a Library and Information Asso-

Core Team.

ciation of South Africa (LIASA) virtual conference in

The key objective is to present the finalised PLR

September 2021. LIASA is a non-profit organization
representing all institutions and people working in libraries and information services in South Africa.

Framework during the upcoming Annual General
Meeting (AGM). The Framework essentially covers
two issues: whether the scheme should be loan or

Subsequently, a PLR article was published in the LIA-

stock based. In other words, would an author benefits

SA magazine in December 2021.

only when his book is loaned from the library or must

There was a warm reception to the PLR presentation

an author benefit purely because his book is in stock

at the LIASA conference but the big concern – as to

22

in the library? Another prominent feature of the envisaged PLR scheme is that it will mostly be in favour of
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books written in indigenous languages.
Another highlight this past year was that PLR featured prominently as one of the key topics
during the Power of Author (PoA) Symposium. Even more exciting was the fact that one of the
speakers / contributors - besides South Africa’s PLR Team leader - was the PLR Team leader
from Canada.
Almost all the countries that have successfully implemented PLR have a legal framework
which serves as the foundation for the scheme. Canada is one of the very few countries that
does not have the PLR legislation, and yet has been able to sustain the scheme since 1986.
Given the time it takes for the country to pass a piece of legislation, there is a huge possibility
that South Africa might have to follow the Canada route i.e.: implement PLR without any legal
framework. The key focus for this financial year will be on effective stakeholder engagement
including sensitisation and lobbying of various potential partners to support PLR in South
Africa.

Sihle Khumalo
PLR South Africa Team Leader
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Making Authorship
a Viable Profession
Monica Seeber

W

hen Keyan Tomaselli invited
me to write the editorial for
this fourth issue of the newlylaunched ANFASA magazine I chose
to tackle the job head on by asking
the questions ‘what is an author?’ and
‘what does an author gain from joining
ANFASA?’.
The Copyright Act terms anyone who
writes even a few sentences an ‘author’,
but what it means is anyone who ‘makes’
a ‘work’, whether a piece of writing, a
drawing or a tune. That’s not what I mean
by my question. I’m thinking of someone
who writes because they hardly have
a choice, almost compelled to express
thoughts, ideas and information on a page write more. There were (and are) several
(or screen). Someone who might even authors’ groups of different types. Some
write more, write for a living, quit their are for those who write in isiXhosa, or
day job – if only they could afford to.
Sesotho, or Afrikaans, and so on. In
And what about joining an authors’ others, like discussion groups, members
organisation?
get together and talk
In 2003, when I was
about their own work
“a new authors’
commissioned by the
or the books, plays or
Norwegian association
poetry of others. Some
association
for academic and
offer awards for literary
non-fiction authors to
achievement. Others
had a job of
research setting up a
are for the appreciation
work to do in
similar body in South
of literature. COSAW,
Africa, I set off on
in its time, gave voice
South Africa
a road-show of the
to struggle writing.
universities,
talking
But none was for
– to stimulate
to junior and senior
the promotion and
would-be
academics
about
development
of
writing
scholarly
authorship itself: for
authors
to
write
books. Many if not
nurturing
authors;
most of them had no
protecting
their
and established
plans to write anything
rights; researching the
authors to
beyond the journal
conditions
affecting
articles demanded –
them (including their
write
more”
which was troubling
incomes);
making
because in this country
authorship itself a
so much information is imported and viable professional activity.
so little knowledge, by comparison,
That became the core purpose of
produced locally.
ANFASA.
That’s when I began to realise that a new
I haven’t really answered either of the
authors’ association had a job of work to questions, but I hope I’ve stimulated a
do in South Africa – to stimulate would-be discourse, and am looking forward to
authors to write and established authors to getting readers’ responses.

ACADEMIC AND NON-FICTION AUTHORS’ ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA

1

PUBLISHED MAGAZINES FOR 2021/2022

The ANFASA Magazine published articles from an array of authors. These
included established names from the South African literary community (David Robbins), fledgling private sector journalists (Silusapho Nyanda), participatory theatre activists (Mkhonzeni Gumede) and new doctoral graduates
(Rhoda Abiolu). This eclectic mix of writers demonstrates that the magazine’s content resonates with a multifaceted demographic. Furthermore, the
magazine’s acceptance of contributions from authors with varying degrees
of writing competence, conveys its commitment to inclusion and representation.
The magazine has tackled themes which are pertinent to all South African
authors. These range from the challenges which plague the writing industry
such as inequitable financial compensation to lobbying for author protection
by calling on policymakers to amend copyright laws.
Realities such as writer’s block, frequent manuscript rejections and the debilitating effect this has on an author’s well-being are commonplace. However, they are seldom discussed candidly in public discursive spaces. The
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ANFASA magazine broke through this communicative barrier by documenting these issues in great detail. It provided a type of online sanctuary where
writers could be vulnerable and acquire strategies for combating the more
disagreeable aspects of their occupation. In this way, the magazine became
a forum that fostered solidarity within the writing community.
Importantly, the ANFASA Magazine actively highlighted the triumphs of entities that are devoted to keeping the craft of writing alive. To this end, it has
profiled local publishing organisations such as Porcupine Press. This company (and others like it) are geared towards identifying home grown writing
talent and nurturing it. The difficulty of these endeavours is compounded by
factors such as dwindling financial resources and a tepid literary culture that
relegates leisure reading to the sidelines. The magazine gave publishers
the rare opportunity to narrate how they circumvent these issues in order to
make a meaningful, long-term contribution to the writing industry. Propelling
publisher’s voices into the public domain assured aspiring authors that organisations which value their labour still exist.
The ANFASA magazine was between August 2021 and July 2022 sponsored by the National Institute for the Humanities and Social Sciences. The
funding was linked to a scholarly journals training project managed by Critical Arts and involved the Universities of Johannesburg and KwaZulu-Natal,
where its two editors are respectively located.
During this period, four enlarged numbers of the magazine were published,
that drew on essays invited from graduate students, post-doctoral fellows an
emergent researchers. The response was high and the project encouraged
new membership. Selected articles first published in the ANFASA magazine
are being republished and/or cited in University World News, and digital copies are circulated widely. Students now see the relevance of publishing short
essays on authorship additional to scholarly peer reviewed output.

Co-Editors: Dudu Zwane and Keyan G Tomaselli.
Editorial Board: Hetta Pieterse, Jonathan Sabbatha, Lee-Ann Tong.
Production editor: Mike Maxwell.
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